Temporary Pedestrian Access Route (TPAR)  
Barricade Installation Procedures

A) To assemble the panels to the X-Tube posts, line up the pre-drilled barricade panels and posts, insert the bolt, attach, nut and tighten.

a) Insert the bolt through the leg

b) Apply the washer to bolt threads as shown

c) Overlay panel on threads and washer

d) Insert through board face and tighten

B) The bottom panel of the TPAR barricade requires only one bolt, nut and nylon spacer inserted into the top hole. This allows for the assembly to slip easily into the foot and be under maximum ADA height.

C) For a continuous run, position the steel foot with the base plate pointing away from the pedestrian walkway. Then simply slide the bottom of the X-tube post into the steel foot and repeat on the other side.

D) Once the X-tube post is securely in the steel foot, use a quick release pin to lock the assembly together.

E) 90° corners and angles can be created by using the optional barricade hinge. Simply press the hinge into the top and bottom panels and create the angle needed.

Important Notice To Purchaser
The following is made in lieu of all warranties, expressed or implied, including the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for purpose: Seller's and manufacturer's only obligation shall be to replace such quantity of the product proved to be defective. Before using, user shall determine the suitability of the product for it's intended use, and user assumes all risk and liability whatsoever in connection therewith. Neither manufacturer nor seller shall be liable either in tort or in contract for any loss or damage, direct, incidental, or consequential, arising out of the use of or the inability to use the product.